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The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
FULTON, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 5, 1947

C. of C. To Hold First
ST. EDWARDS CHURCH INAUGURATES SCHOOL; Rural
"Get-to-Gether"
- [EIGHT GRADES ON SCHOOL'S CURRICULUN Monday, September 8
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POCKETS JINGLE WITH CASH AS LOCAL VETS
REDEEM TERMINAL LEAVE BONDS IN FULTON

First rural "get-to-gether meeting"
There's a new school bell ringing
While we have never revealof the Fulton Chamber of Comin Fulton today. It rang for the first
Most of Bonds Already
Dotty
Shop
Comple
tes
the Identity of "George" we are
merce will, be held Monday, Sep- Rev. Sam Ed Bradley
time in Fulton's history yesterday
sure many of you have sometember
8,
and to some of the ladies of the St. Interior Remodeling;
Cashed, Banks Report
When approximately 73
times realised lt was a member
members of the local organization Departs for Louisville
Edwards Catholic Church hese, it
Approximately $50,000 in terminal
'of the Chit* family. In his SWIM
will motor to the Palestine Com- Successor
sounds even sweeter than the caril- Air-Cooled for Comfort
leave bonds had been cashed at
Not Known
song the coltuanist has let the
munity House for a goodwill meetlon chimes of the Bok Tower. Its
"A carnation for the ladies," was
The Rev. Sam Ed Bradley, pastor both Fulton banks through Thurs'chips fall where 'they may and
ing.
not because the ladies were not su- the theme
day evening, it was learned in a
of the Dotty Shop open'Wt.! feel Oust as eoliunniet he is
All farmers of the community are of the First Baptist church here survey
premely satisfied with the local ing
on Saturday, August 30, after invited
made by the News here to:entitled to this pregregative.
school system, because they are in- thoroughl
to attend the meeting to be smce February 1945, preached his day.
y remodeling the interior held at the
The Fulton Bank reported that
concluding sermon to a capacity auIns opitiloas do aist Dammeddeed, its because the beginning of of
corrununit
y
house
at
Palnearly
the
store.
$14,000 in bongs had linen
dience on Sunday, August 31.
ty reflect „Inoue
estine located on
a parochial school here is the epithla paper.
Completely air-conditioned for the three miles west of Middle Road,
The congenial pastor left Sunday cashed, while the City Natidnal
tome of
"pioneering."
Fulton
on
HarBank
This is the beginning of the end. 'Way real
reported an approximate
night for L,ouisville where he will
back when services were comfort of its patrons the shop is vey Pewitt's farm.
total of $39,000.
Tilt. end of the baseball columns for
handsomely finished in rare veneers
assume
his
duties
as
field
A
held
superinthe
homes
in
chicken
of
the
various
dinner,
served
as only
the '47 season; that is. By a strange parishone
and imported mahogany.
the ladies of the Palestine Com- tendent of Spring Meadows, former- farLargest bond cashed in the city gie
bit of fate, we are not in the play- populatiors, because the church
was at the Fulton Bank which
Keeping abreast of the latest in munity can serve will
ly the Louisville Baptistt Orphan's,
was
n
small
too
erect
to
a
be
the
piece
saffs; and so, like nomnds, we pick ahurch
amounted to $648.90. The bank rebuilding, there were those women's apparel the Dotty Shop de resistance. Mrs. Allie Brqwder Horne.
ported
ap our suitcases and start on our who dreamed
that the majority of the reWhile no successor has been
of having an edifice opened in Fulton some eleven will be in charge of the arrangejourney. Very few of the boys have not only
named, Marvin Sanders, chairman ceipts from the bonds were used to
to worship, but to give years ago and with each change of ments.
pay
off
any idea where thev will be next their ioungster
bank indebtednesses, furnis a religious educa- the season and the styles has enMembers of the Charnber of Com- of the pttlpit committee will arrange ' ture notes,
year. A tete will return for anoth- tion.
car accounts, etc. Then
deavored to satisfy even the most enerce may secure
for
supply
ministers'
until
a
new
two tickets to
there were many who just wanted
er season in Fulton. Others wgi go
And dreams do come true. But discriminating shopper.
the event; one for themselves arid pastor has been named.
to a higher ChM of baseball, and these dreams, as
Mrs. Bradley and the children the feel of cash in their pockets.
The Dotty Shop personnel in Ful- one for a guest.
all dreams, needed
atill others will giive up the gene, real hard work to make
will join Rev. Bradley at a later Largeist bond cashed at the City
ton inclades Russell L. Johneon,
Tickets
them
a
went
on
sale
yesterday
national Bank was $625.
eutopletely. There are a few things realization.
Mrs. Howard Strange, Mrs. Ruth and may be secured from Mrs. Wil- date.
I'd like to say before I leave Fulton,
Clyde Williams Sr., vice-president
The News joins the many, friends
It all started about eighteen Gaines, Mrs. Beatrice Valentine, mon Boyd Chamber secretary, who
and if you'll bear with me, ru tell months ago, when a delegation corn- Jane Shelby, Mrs. Bertes Pieue, may
be reached at phones 180 or 43. of Rev. Bradley in wishing him and chashier of the City National
you what they are.
Bank and Russell Pitchford, who
poeed of Mrs. C. H. McDaniels, Mts. Mrs. Ellen Norman and Mrs. H. W.
All members of the organization success in his new endeavor.
• • •
holds a smiliar position with the
Glenn DunnMrs. Clint_ Maxfield, Shupe.
are urged to attend. Transportation
First, I would like to say a few and Mrs. Guy Haney inspired
Fulton
Bank jointly reported that
for those not having automobiles
by
words to the people who have giv- the mediocre beginning of
the _banks had ample cash to
will be arranged by notifying Mrs.
other
Wee
en the Chicks a place in their homes. schools that resulted
care of the cash "run." No additional
in large syBoyd.
People like Mrs. Tom White, Mrs. stems, called upon the
currency
was
necessary
to
meat the
Most Rev.
Pearl Cooley, the Thos. Exum's Mrs. Francis R. Cotten, Bishop
demands. The reserve balance
OwensConductor Loses Right
S. L. Brown, Mrs. Elizabeth-Shankle, boro, who was conducting of
ried by the individual banics took
confirmaDirs. Leland Jewell, Mrs. Cheatem, tion services at Hickman.
care of the cash-ins.
Arm in Tragic Accident*
and others. It's not easy to go to
There was much debate in_ ConEnthusiastie at the outset of the
Illinois Central Railroad conduc;.1 strange town, hunt for a room, short drive to Hickman, they
gress at the time, only a year ago,
betor B. F. Hill, 59, was the victim of
sand try to get along with everybody came a little less brave
Federal regulations on doves have of the inflationary dangers of putat the
-aoncerned. We've all done things to thought of encountering so
Paul Westpheling, publisher of a tragic accident last Friday when been released and the season for ting such a hugh additional sum
high
a
he
lost his right arm as a result of Kentucky is September 1 to October into circulation. Now, however.
aggravate you . . . like splashing church dignitary, and were
the Fulton County News
Conwater all over the place in the bath- for the encouragement of it not day named a member of thewas to- a fall under a moving freight train 30, inclusive. The bag limit is 10 gress and the government have
a little
public
rooms, leaving our rooms untidy, nun at the Catholic Rectory there, relations committee of the Kentucky at the Delta, Illinois mines in the doves a day and the possession lim- been soft-peddaling such talk. They
Bluford district. His arm was sever- it, also is 10. Shooting hours are say the amount insignificant
banging doors, and countless other it is possible that the school today Chamber of Commerce. He
camsvill
things:. You have all iseen very pa- rnlgbt still be a dream.
serve as a member of the state wide ed about four inches from the frorn one-half hour before sunrise pared to what this country is spendshoulder.
tient with us, and we do appreciate
until
sunset
ing
each
the
group
Game
year.
and
headed
Fish ComAnd that it will have
Their fears were soon allayed
by Hon. leprry BingMr. Hill was immediately taken mission of Kentucky announced to- only slight inflationary tendencie
ft. Those of us who have been for- however, for His Excellency „w ham. president of the Louisville
s.
to a Harrisburg, Ill., hospital. He daY.
tunate enough to have kitchen privi- no reason why Fulton
Courier-J
ournal.
The
Commerc
e Department beet
should not
has made his home in this city for
leges appreciate your hospitality have a school, and immediate
No person shall take doves except so sure. It believes
In
naming
ly inMr. Westpheling to many years.
*even more so. I would recommend stituted proceedings to get
with a bow and arrow, or shotgun, veterans will use theirmany of the
the proj• the committee to Mr. Binghaie said:
bond money
zany one of you to the most particular ect in motion. Perhaps
which gup shall not be larger than as down payments
"This new agency for unified
the greatest
people in existence. You are all te..:tot in bringing the school
a 10 gauge, fired from the shoulder. such as automobil on heavy goods,
state action needs and merle' the
es,
into
refrigerat
ors.
yowl housekeepers, and I know! being was the house
Doves miy be taken with an auto- homes, etc.
on Eddings support of all Kentuckians. It es'Thanks a million . . . be as nice to street, next to church,
matic or hand operated repeating
pecially wants the advice and /seemwhich
had
Whatever
use
the
money
being
is
the future Chicks as you have been beet offered for sale.
ehotigun provided said gun is capsel of State and community lees}
to us. and there will be no comable or holding not more than three put to, the government is waking it
- The property was purchased. A era, •1ike yourself, in the plane;
plaints.
shells. Such shotguns must have had as easy as possible for the ose441's
and
guidande
rota
of its very ambitio
to collect %II? cob. All
was receiv
••••••••
twee to
•
,
• e,
the cutOi
e
ut off or
Profit
,
lay
*let ludustrial etpanston.
with
;a,
aret,Stiiii /shalt -I
Metal
"Tor thip
ritripe you Oill .•
/Myr
to *ads
er.
. the Pete Robert/ die Bishop. Fortifi
Viet a word of
agree to se
w
With me as a mem'would thE loadligiNft6
f, so that
lerni17. the Looney's, the Crutch- ao indefatigable
•
ber of thte Public Relations Com- say le Seneca Falls, and - we hate no 'time will Ihe
rit
and
•
a
will,
field', Liz Wilkins, etc., who lupe the school is
a realty.
mittee. You can be of invaluable as- to talk about the same thing ehamber combined magazine and
But if they want to hold on Id the
thine their very best to make their
hold
more
than
Today there ate three sizes of sistance to us, 'and to Kentucky, in again, but there's a stray plate of
bonds, there are several additional'
3 shells, they advised.
lames "open house" to us, and give desks in the little
lending your counsel to the further- false teeth in the custody of Joe
Mourning doves are not permitted advantages they can get, besides tbe
tus that "wanted" feeling . . going on Eddings. Therewhite schoolhouse
Brown
at the Mateo found in the to be taken, directly
are three Donn- ance of the State chamber's obmut of their wav to do little things cican nuns from
or indirectly, two and one-half per cent interest
theatre after the "sneak preview" by
jectives."
For one thing, interest from the
means, aid or use of shelled.
for us, and .making this a home who will teach St. Catherine, Ky..
of
"Dear
eight
Ruth."
grades
and
The Kentucky Chamber of Comshucked or unshucked corn, or of bonds is tax-exempt. Another thing,
away from home. Those little things kindergarden
There's
only
to
children
of
one
the
parconclusio
n to wheat or other grain, salt or other thee are cotripletely personal piece
merce is a state-wide non-profit,
-that you've done didn't mean a ish, as
reaeh
well as to several non-Catho- non-governmental organization
de- was soand that is that the movie feed that has been so deposited, dis- of property. No claims can be laid
thing to you, but they played a big lic children
doggone
who
have
already
funny
regithat
dicated
the tributed for scattered as to constiti- against them. Not even the United.
to
the
task of coordinating
part in our happiness, here. Thanks stered.
the developmental efforts of all local gent, or lady, laughed so hard tute a lure, attraction or enicement States Government.
-very much.
that
they haven't thought about to, on or over
Rev. Thomas A. Libs, pastor of and state civic and trade groups for
• • •
the area where the
the uppers.
hunters are attempting to take
The Rushton's deserve a spot all the local church, as well as the the building of a more prosperous
Joe
is an accomodating
them. Doves may be taken over
their own. This restaurant eating as church at klickrnan, where a .school future for Kentucicy.
however, and has posted the orpperly
id stegdy. diet, isn't always what it's has operated successfull,v for many
plate on an attractive placard so crops or shucked cdrn or standing
corn, wheat or other grain
-rracked up to be. Most of the Chicks Years. has been the motivating fate
that the owner may easily identi- or*fe
ed, and grains found scattered
patronize Rushton's because of the tor in surmounting the Herculean
fy the food-chesvers.
task
seruring
of
teachers,
sch
solely As a result
friendly atmosphere, the good food,
Suppose that guy still laughieg vesting. Doves of agriculture harmay lee taken over
the right prices . . . but most of all furniture, books and other items
and hasn't missed the "choppers' fields
needed
azcomoda
to
te
tthe,pupll
s.
where cattle or hogs have
because of Hugh Rushton. himself.
yet?
At the present there will be no
been turned in to pasture or unharlie'," one of the boys, and I know
S. J. Reed, of the Sainjo Farm in
Information and application forme vested crops. Such fields are com-what the end of the season means to tuition for children of the parish
may be secured from. the Commis- monly known as hog-down fields, this cotuity has again entered his
bine No more laughs about errors, attending the school. A nominal
prize
Bourbon beeves in the annual
tuition
gion's
charge
Local
is
made for non- CaSecretary," Mr. I. C. it was made lcnown here.
no more Worrying about getting
55000 Bourbon Beef Show held anAn examination for, filling tele-. _Sugg Jr., located at Fulton, Ky.,
1.hem to the ballpark on time ... no tholics taking advantage of the
nually
phone operator peeitions at basic from
most first-and-second-class
FRAZIER, C. M., 65, at his home vealed in Louisville, Ky., it was renothin'! We'll misa you too, Rush- school's facilities.
today.
annual salaries of $1,954 and $2.168, sao
+
• offices, from Civil Service near Fulgham August 31 after
ton . . . and we know that next
a
arinrovuir
necei
c
al offices, or from the U. S. three year i4ess.
The general manager of the $6,000
ican
tom
deLjobny. v
thaec Uc
.je
Ss
. r
3
,ear you'll give the nevi Chicks Western Union Removes
tasvii
Ci 1 Service Commission, WashBourbon Beef Show, Jas. R. "Buck"
Funeral serces were
-that same smile and service. I wish
are in Washington, D. C., and near. ington 25, D. C. Applications must tle Obion church near held at Lit- Rash, Jr., recently visited Fulton
-they had a Rushton's Restaurant in Offices to Earle Hotel
Wingo Sept.
by
be
Virginia
received in the Commission's 1. Burial was in the church ceme- county to inspect the cattle entered
and Maryland.
vvery baseball town.
Dewey Southworth, manager of
To qualify in the examination, Washington office not later than tery.
hese in this year's show.
•• •
the Earle Hotel, succeeds M. E• competito
Septembe
must
rs
pass
The Bourbon Beef Show
r 23, 1947.
a
written
' He leaves his wife, Mrs. Lula
be
There are a lot more thank you's ("Ham") Etthridge as agent for test.
In addition, they must have
Richmond Frazier; two sons. Mont held December lith and 12th at
that I could insert here, but there Western Union in Fulton.
had from 6 to 18 months of experALEXAN
the
DER,
Bourbon
Mrs.
Stockyard
Dave,
s
79,
in
at
Louisand Arno, both of route 1, Wirigo:
Western Union offices have been ience
isn't enough room in this issue to
the home of her daughter, Mrs. Nell two daughters,. Mss.
as
Hattie B. Metz ville. The grand champion single
moved from the City Electric com- amount a telegngelle operation, the
-put them all.
Holley, Lone Oak, Ky., on August and Mrs. L. C. Clark,
requener
steer
dependin
or
g
will
upon
heifer
receive
• • •
$1,000
both of Alpany on Commercial avenue to She the type
of experience they have 30.
ton, Ill.; four sisters: Mrs. Rosie as will the champion carload of 15
On the other hand, there are a Earle Hotel lobby.
had and the grade of the position
Funeral
services were held Sept Clark of s Fulgham, Mrs. Maudie head. Five hendred dollars go to
few other things on my mind. One
The offices will be open 8 a. m. to for which
1 at the Mt. Pleaaent church in Richmond and Mrs. Vivian Dew of the reserve grand champion single
is that it makes baseball players 3 p. m. daily and from 10 a. m. to informati they are rated. Detailed
on is given in the examina- Graves county. Burial was in the Route 1, Wingo and Mrs.' Virgia steer or heifer and to the second
very miserable to stop them on noon Sundays and holidays.
tion announcement.
ehurch cemetery.
prize carload. Forty three ather
stairs of Mayfield.
the street and say, "why did you
prizes totaling $2,000 more make
enake that error, last night?" Look,
the $4,000 offered the richest fat
Mister, if he knew why he wouldn't
stock show in the South.
leave made it in the first place.
Allscattle entered in the Bourbon
'Keep remembering that the boys do
'Beef Show are being fattened on
their best for you in every game
balanced rations containing either
- . . if their best isn't good enough
Longer skirts, less padding on
don't you worry. I have had a few
says in no uncertain terms:
lor you, then don't go to the games the
"I like everything about them, distillers dried grains or distillers
shoulders
,
waistlines
tiny
dissenters
,
,"
she added, smilingly,
.. you'll be a lot better off and so
"You couldn't print what I
The droopy shoulders, the small dried solubles. These two protein
rounded full hips and very full or
"but knowing women as I do I'm
will they.
thought about tha nses- fall styles."
waistlines, and the longer hem- rich feeds are produced abundantnarrow hemlines reminiscent of
leaving
the
material
excess
right
•••
lines. Furthermore, its time for ly in Kentucky and th eoBurbon
Reckon as how she's a-little
by-gone days are in the stars for
the
hem-line,
in
ao
when
Beef Association is anxious that
they
a change."
I realize that Fulton is a very tnilady this season. The complete
disturbed about those stunning
change their mind, as they surely
Kentucky's farmers benefit to a
small town. We realize, too, that transition of styles hat
new
things
she
Similar
bought
thinking
last
season.
was
expressed
brought an
will do, the material will be
greater extent from these home
we are, part of the public domain. added wrinkle or two
And who isn't?
by Virginia Howard in the busito the fair
there."
produced feeds.
Which does not necessarily mean sex generally, but nary
ness girl's department who said:
The
new
fall
styles
result
in
a chirp
After his inspecion trip Mr. Rash
Now that's a lady with a vision!
(Continued-en page four)
a silhoutte entirely different from
has been. head in this bailiwick ,
"Let's folks wear what' they made the following comments about
A little peek into the viewpoint
that
seen
in
from Fulton ladies.
recent
want.
If
years,
they
the
look
new
good
the
in
the
Bourbon Beeves entered from
of the gracious ladles who will
clothing specialists say.
Nationally quite a rumpus has
dresses and tan buy them, more this area:
wear the garments, we hear from
been raised what with "little bepower to them. If not, I'm sure
"Most striki4 of the changes is
Mr. Reed did so well with one
Mrs. Maxwell McDade that the
low the ittiee" clubs being formed
they won't be pushed off of the shorthorn steer last year that
the longer skirt 'said Mrs. Clarice
calamitous transition is presenthe
here and about though it is not
sidewalks."
Thorpe of the Clarice Shop as she
has two entered in the shoir this
ing a real problem in her life. Peyet known what effect the dem- tite and five feet one-and-a-half
recommen
ded mid-calf as the apBet her's a little secret. The year. They are doing nicely."
,
onstration will have on New Yeek
proved length, rather than any
local laundries tell tn. that there
she avers that the longer hemand Paris designers.
certain
distance
from
the
ts many a garment brOught in to
floor.
lines will do nothing toward makHOWELL. Mrs. R. L. 81, August
Here in Fulton Mrs. Gny Irby
them with the hem let out, with 28 at her home in Troy after
"Although padding in shoulders
ing her look like a Grecian model.
"I 'spect we'd better speak to Mr of Irby's Fashion Shop
a
that
sa7t
admonitio
n
will
continue
to
the
and
sure
be
to be used. it will
"Those long wastlines, those
long illness.
Durbin about it," said the lighten
apparently it has had no effect,
press
so
won't
be
it
that
it
smoother
look
like
rounder,
and.
maklong coats .
. migosh I just
ing bug to the owl as they contem
Funeral services were held at five
for her line of fall fashions are
its been let out.
ing the shoulders look narrower
don't know what I11 do. But . . .
-plated ways and means to build a coming in as designed
Obion Methodist church with the
by the fashand
more
natural,"
said.
she
"NipArid
menfolks,
all
for
we'll
fall
all
you
in
nosey
line, we're jugt
-4171.2W clubhouse owthe C,ountry Club
Rev. Geo. McIlwain of Dyer ofion exeerts--with one exceptien—
ped-in waistlines give a rounded
that gullible."
,•urious, but lovable who have ficiating. Burial was in the Rose
grounds.
there is padding in the shoulders.
look
to
the
hips."
re.ading
been
this
story,
dot*
sit
It's
But 111 Phoebe just laughed and
Hill cenetery.
-a good ,thing this article is
"Early fall shoppers are taking
Yet there are those who thiniC
there snickering. We hear that
She 'is survived by her hyssband;
buttelled and because she knew that tbe new fashions in their stride,"
for women ohlt.;; what would the
that they:re here. "leave us havee
the great, big, broadshouldeted
. R. L. Howell; three children: Mrs.
the *Ise old owl had suggested she told a News reporter, "and
men folks think about our herd'em." OnO it Mts. Wilrrion Boyd, appearance you've been making M. Ft. Thompson of Obion,
giarldrig meters for the courtin' really the ladies are a little
like attitude.
Ceeil
disapexecutive secretary of the CIUUnis going to change, too.`You won't Howell of Troy and Hemp Howell
emulate out Country Club way as pointed that the padding
Short, sweet and to the point,
is there
her of Commerce who says stie
look so pretty in those sh93-, of 'Paris; seven grandchildren. -six
at Means to raise funds for the new again this year. The ladies
Martha
Moore,
assistant in the
are
thinks -the styles are just grand
breeches arid droopy shoulders. great-grandchIldren\
clubheuse.
, and one brothgoing to wear their dresses longer,
office of the Kentucky Utilities,
and she's for them 100 percent.
either.
er. Jim Harmon of Pleasant HIM

DOVE SEASON OPEN;
RULES FOR HUNTING
BIRDS MADE KNOWN

LOCAL PUBLISHER TO
SERVE ON KENTUCKY ,
CHAMBER COMMERCE

'LOST' FALSE TEETH
AT 'DEAR RUTH

_MONS OPEN FOR
PHONE OPERATORS IN
WASHINGTON, D. C.

This Story Is Conhdentially For Women Only.... About Knees!

Phoebe

S. REED PUTS
PRIZE(AMER
LOUISVILLE SHOW

,

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson and
.:hildren, John M. and Gertrude,
have returned to their home in Paducah after/a visit with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. John Thompson
and Mrs. Ida Pigram.

1
,

Mrs. Jessie Lee Fleming has feMr. and Mrs. James Thompson
turned from an extended visit with
friends in San Diego, Calif., and her and children have returned to their
daughter, Mrs. J. H. Isbid) and fam- home in Atlanta, Ga., after a visit
with his father, Ed Thompson west
ily in Barksdale Field, L,a.
af town.
Mr. and Mrs. Oakley Brown and
Mr. and Mrs. Wren Coulter of
sons, Oakley, Jr., David and Gent
have returned to their home •in Centralia, Ill., spent the weekend
their mother. Mrs. H. A. Coulwith
Louisville, after a week end visit
with her mother, Mrs. J. B. Cequin ter and Mrs. Elizabeth Osgood. They
were accompanied home by Mrs.
on Walnut street.
Osgood, who will visit them for
several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tyner of
Memphis were weekend guests of
Mrs. John F. Kiezer and little son
their parents here.
of Milan, have returned home ;!!!,er
a visit to her mother, Mrs. Clanton
W. W. Jones & Sons Meacham and other relatives.

Funeral Home
Phone SINI
129 University
PdARTIN, TENN.
A Distinctive Service Wen
Within Your Means

Mr. and Mrs. Carnie Hicks and
daughter, Carla, have.jeturned to
their home in Pittsburgh, Pa., after
a visit to their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. L. L. Bowen and Rev. and
Mrs. E. S. Hicks.
Miss Helen Shelton of Shelbyville, Ky., is visiting Miss Joan McCollum on Walnut street.
Mrs. Judy Farabourgh and claughters, Dorothy and Annie Laura of
Memphis, were week end guests of
her sister, Mrs. J. R. Hillman and
Mrs. Fred Brady.
Mrs. Bob Naifeh left Sunday for
her home in Norman, Okla., after
3 ViSit tO her brother, Foad and
Fred Homra and their families.

Weather Brings
Mildew Problem

How to -prevent milddew and do
away with musty odors resulting
from humid weather are problems,
for housewives. The best offense,
aocording to home economists at
the UK college of agriculture and
home economics, is to be sure clothing and household linens are dry
Miss Carnell Hanley of New York before they are tossed in the clothes
arrived Saturday to visit her fami- hamper or put away in dresser
ly.
drawers, and to keep closets, dresser drawers and basements as clean.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Williams dry and well aired as possible.
and family spent Sunday with Mr.
Mildew, a fungus growth, gets its
and Mrs. Floyd Isbell also Mis. start in damp, dark unventilated
Martha Williams.
places. eventually eating into the
fibers of the cloth, causing permanMrs. Mattie Baird of Paris, Tenn., ent damage. An electric light left
is visiting her neice, Miss FIbra burning in the closets may dry the
Olive.
atmosphere enough to prevent mildew, or an electric fan set in the
doorway will stir up the air and
bring in a freih supply.
An open jar of calcium chloride
Mr. and Mrs. David Sundrick and in the closet will absorb excess
little daughter, Maida, have re- moisture, but must be replaced freqturned from a visit to relatives in uently as it changes from a solid to
a liquid. A generous handful of
Detroit.
charcoal will absorb musty odors.
Luther Smith, Mr. To remove fresh mildew stains in
Mr. and
and Mrs. Elvis Myrick, and Mrs. household linens. wash them in
J. H. Ponds attended the horse soapsuds and follow nith sunning.
show in Duquin,
Thursday If that is not effective, lemon juice
and salt, followed by sunning, may
night
be. A more drastic treatment is to
the piece for a half hour in a
soak
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Naifeh and
solution
of four tablespoons of sodison. Johnny have returned to their
home in Detroit after several weeks um perborate to a pint of water, folvisit to her parents, Mr. and Mrs. lowed by thorough rinsing and
sunning.
John Noffel.
Leather goods, floors and woodMr. and Mrs. John Miller and work may be protected against .mildew
by waxing dry surfaces.
Miss Katherine Fox of Cleveland.
To do away with musty odorg in
Ohio, were guests Friday of Mrs.
Charlotte. Smith. They were ac- basements and cellars, sprinkle
companied home by Mrs. Jerry Mil- chloride of lime over the floor.
ler and children. Gloria and Patty. sweeping it up when the mustiness
who have been the guests of her has disappeared.
mother, Mrs. Smith the past three
It is not well to see everything, to
weeks.
hear everything: let many causes
Mr. did. Mrs. Joseph Hamilton of offense pass by us unnoticed.—
and son. Joe. of Memphis spent the Seneca.
y,:esek end with her mother,. Mrs.
You must control evil thoughts in
E. S. Maddox.
the first instance. or they will conMr. and Mrs. Doris Valentine and trol you in the second.—Mary Baker
family of Memphis were weekend Eddy.
quests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
B. L. Austin and his mother, Mrs.
Beatrice Valentine.

Myrick's Liquors
Depot Street

Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Powell and
daughters, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Cole and sons, and Mr. Pat Campbell of Winchester, Ky.. are visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Williams over the holidaye.

I

Let us help you keep your car performing, and

giving you carefree service.
DRAIN AND REFILL 'THE CRANKCASE
WITH NEVII OIL --- COMPLETE LUI3RICATION SERVICE --- TIRES CHANGED AND
REPAIRED
Phone 913 for Pick-up and Delivery Service.
We handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS
Your Patronage is Always Appreciated ,

Mayfield Highway, Near Ford Garage, Fulton

.
Our Nation-Wide Affiliations
Enables us to serve familes who have moved to
distant cities

FULTON,IfY.

,

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Day or Night—Pkone 7
We handle the Famous BRONZOLBUM Vaults

00,
FLEISCHMANWS Dry Yeast

is right there when you need it
•Unexpected guests arriving soon? Don't fretFleiachmann's Feat Rising Dry Yeast lets you
make your favorite dessert bread "quick-in-ahurry"! No need to keep it in the icebox, it-stays
fresh in the cupboard for weeks-always ready
for "last minute" baking. IF YOU BAKE AT
HOME-make more delicious breads, rolls,
dessertsfaster-get Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast. At your grocer's.

"Milk three times a day
helps Joan Caulfield hold
her lovely lines

Cyril Morris and son, Donald of
Akron. Ohio, have returned hoine
after a visit to relatives.
Says JIM DAVIE
Physical Director

Joe Browder Williams and Earl
Woolwine of Nashville are visiting friends in Iowa and Nebraska.

PARAMOUNT PICTURES
INC.

Mr. and Mrs. James Palmer and
children. Diane and Sue. have returned their vacation trip to the
Smokey Mountains.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Stephens
spent the week end in St. Louis.
Mi,ss Mozelle Khourie snent Sun411lay with her sister. Mrs. Fred
Khourie and Mr. Khourie in Cairo.

TIN SHOP

New Line Automatic Duo-Therm Oil Furnace
looting of All Kind
_Gutter and Downspouts Repaired or
Replaced.
Phone 502

Olive Street

REAL ESTATE cued
PUBLIC'AUCTIONEER
OFFICE OVER CITY NATIONAL
BANE—PHONE 61

Farm and City Property
List or Buy With Us!

Fulton, Ky.
GUAltANTEID PERFECT

DIAMOND
RINGS
1-Doubly guaranteed in
writing to be perfect.
2-Individually registered
in the owner's name.
3-Fully insured against
theft, fire and loss.
4-One uniform national
price on sealed-on tag.

Yaw Loyalty Dealer in Fulton:

,WARREN'S
JEIELRY STORE

Tractor Work is our specialty, we
have the repairs in stock, and
the tools and equipment to do
the job.
High pressure Jenny Steam
Cleaner. High Pressure Paint
Sprayer. Valve Relater, Press
Machine. Electric Drills. Power
Drills, Magneto timing and testing stand Coil Tester. Condenser
Tester. Calcium Chloride machine for filling Ures lee% full.
Wheel Pullers. Governor Gre_ar
Tools, Carburetor Tools. Emery
and Buffer. Pin and Bushing
Reamers. Many other small tools
for doing special jobs.
WILLIAMS HOW. CO.

"Even dainty screen stars develop healthy appetites," says
Jim Davies,"All the more reason why diets must be watched
constantly.
"To keep energy up and weight down,I insist on plenty
of milk every day. It takes the place of foods that might be
fattening, at the same time it supplies food elements, vitamion
and minerals a balanced diet requires."
*
*
We realize how important for well-being is the milk
we bring you. That is why we use every modern sanitary precaution to protect its purity and wholesomeness. Every. boodle t
is covered, for instance, with a Sealright Hood-to keep the
pouring surface safe from contact with hands or other
exposure between our dairy and your home. The final toad%
of protection!
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WEST STATE LINE
Every one is so thankful for the
nice rains along through last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Smith and
little daughter and Mrs. Ralph Raw-

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
ton of Paducah spent Tuesday afternoon on the Wes Browder farm
Mrs. C. J. Bowers of Fulton spent
Wednesday with her daughter, Mrs.
Hillman Collier.
Mrs. Raymond Gambill attended

FAMOUS FABLES!
THERE NEVER WAS
A

UNICO

"toed

• In ancient days people used to
hear about a Unicorn — a fabulous
creature, like a horse, but with a
single, twisted horn projecting froni
its forehe,ad, There never was a
Unicorn!
I•

THERE NEVER WAS A

"DRY" COUNTY!
No hmunty ever was truly "dry." Ask the
people who live in so-catled "dry" counties. They'll
tell you about the bootleggers, the gin mills, the
blind tigers, lux/ the "joints" that tnake their home
wherever legal sale has been prohibited
41 "dry" county is an illegally "wet" county!

KENTUCKY *PEWEES, DISTILLERS & DISTRISUTORS
On•a KvINSfrs vgloadie eiciffitsricallAfiries

'

PARTY LINE
COURTESY
speaks louder than words!

the funeral of Mrs. Foy at the ,
AUSTIN SPRINGS
Church of Christ Wednesday afternoon last week.
Mrs. Carey Frields
Tommie Brown, son of Mr. and
Leslie, small son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. James Brown, West State Line,' Buton Lassiter
is suffering from
had a tonsilectomy at the Fulton infpetigo and is under
the care of
Hospital Thursday of last week and Dr. P. J.
Trinca.
is doing nicely.
Mrs. Eric Cunningham acid son
Mrs. Edgar is on the sick list George Ed have returned to Dresthis week end.
den after a week with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gambill Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frieids.
spent Friday night with Mr. and
Dave Mathis suffered from injurMrs. Raymond Gambill. Mr. Gam- ies sustained while felling trees on
Basil Mathis farm the past week,
bill is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom spent although no bones were broken he
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Vance tips cuts and severe bruises.
Mr. and Mrs. Herchel Jones sold
Hicks and children.
Vance Hicks spent a while Sun- all household furnishing, live stock
day afternoon with Brother Henry and etc., the past week and are
Hicks, who is ill at his home near leaving soon for Chicago to seek
employment.
Boaz Chapel.
Schools opened here Monday,
Rev. and Mrs. Earl Beard of Cayce, Ky., took supper Saturday night Aug., 25 and a good enrollment was
with Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom. had. At Lone Oak, Prof. T. A. WMr. and Mrs. Chas. Hicks of Clin- Clain is principal and Miss Winstead
ton spent Sunday with Mr. and primary. The hot lunches will be
served again.
Mrs. Claude Taylor and Joy.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Doyle, Union
Sgt. and Mrs. James Hicks of
Camp Campbell, Ky., spent Satur- City were here for a visit with parday night with his aunt, Mrs. Edell ents. Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Doron
Sunday.
Hicks.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bynum svent
I Mr. and Mrs. Jack Soyelle of
Lexington, Ky., is visiting Mr. and the week end with parents, Rev.
and Mrs. T. T. Harris in Milan. Miss
Mrs. Rice Spence.
Mrs. Hillman Collier is on the Ruth Harris, who now lives in Mississippi was also a visitor in the
sick list,
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Macunovich Harris home.
Joe Westbrook has purchased a
and daughters returned to their
home in Detroit, Monday after Chevrolet car.
Buddy Johnson has returned home
spending two weeks with friends
and relatives of this community and from Detroit after being employed
there for a few weeks.
Fulton.
John Rhodes can now walk
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. U. Weatherford and family of Baldwin, Miss., around some after suffering from
spent the holidays with his sister, an infection in his foot. At first
Mrs. Edgar Grissom and Mr. Gris- it was thought necessary to amputate but better reports reach us
SOIII.
MOSt all our children started to that he will not have the operation
school Monday Sept. I as school at this time.
started at South Fulton getting all
the children on Tennessee side of
PILOT OAIC
State Line.
Mrs. Mary Collins
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Blackburn
DUKEDOM
and children and Mrs. Cora Blackfrom McKenzie, Tenn., visited
burn
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Parker, Chap,
Johnson and Raymond McNatt Mr. and Mrs. John Yates and Mr.
have returned home after attending and Mrs. B. G. Lowry, Mr. and Mrs.
the American Legion convention in Hub Wray a few days the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Bushart and
New York City.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Cannon and Gale visited Mr. and Mrs. Orbie
Sandra and Mr. and Mrs. Colie Ald- Bushart Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Norrnan Crittendon
ridge visited Mr. and Mrs. Bryant
Blaylock and Mr. and Mrs. Wijliam from Nashville, Tenn., spent the
Blaylock of Newark, N. J., awhile week end with their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Emerson and-Mr. and
Sunday.
Mrs. Anna Hook of Mayfield Mrs. Willie Crittenden.
Mr. anti Mrs. Hurshel Sisk, Mr.
spent Labor Day with her sister,
land Mrs. Roy McGinnis, Doris Ann
Mrs. Hubert Jackson.
Carmi Starks of St. Louis spent I Sisk from 'Wyandotte, Mich., Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Blackburn, Mrs.
the week end here.
Mrs. Will Seay has returned Cora Blackburn from McKenzie,
from a few days visit with her Tenn., Mrs. Luna Wray and Mrs.
daughter, Mrs. Homer Royster in Annie Wray called on Mrs. Mary
Collins last week and bought some
Waverly, Tenn.
Mrs. Luther Byars is visiting her paintings.
Mrs. Annie Wray from Detroit
daughter, Mrs. Lavern Thomas in
visited Mr. and Mrs. Hub Wray ovDetroit.
er
the week end.
Mrs. Florence Ray has been visitMr. and Mrs. Edd Rhodes visited
ing her brother, Homer Royster and
Mr. and Mrs. Will Collins Sunday
family in Waverly, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Ridgeway afternoon.
Melva Jo Ballow, daughter of
soent the wee kend with Mr. and
Mrs. Jonnie Ballow returned to
Mrs. Hobert Woodruff.
Hickman
Saturday after visiting
Mr. and Mrs.. James Robert
Browder of Nashville, Tenn., are Betty and Peggy Casey.
Mr.
and
Mrs. R. G. Gossum servspending a few days with
her
ed Sunday dinner for the following
mother, Mrs. Jewell Buck.
guests. Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Lowry.
Using a wet cloth to handle hot Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry, Mr. and
kitchen utensils is unsafe because Mrs. Barkley Parrish from Knoxville, Tenn., Richard Lowry and
heat travels rapidly through mois- Jerry Foster and Jerry and Larry
ture; but this does not apply to Gossum and Jim Allen Lowry, Mrs.
Annie Wray and Mrs. Hub Wray
"holding your potato."
If you would not be of an angry and Mrs. John Yates called in the
afternoon.
temper, then, do not feed the habMr. and Mrs. Neal Bushart are
it.—Epictetus.
the proud parents of a baby girl,
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Rebbecca Lynn, weighing 8 pounds.
More love is the great need of
Mrs. Lillie Gordon and children mankind. A pure affection,
contook Sunday dinner with Mrs. Jack centric,
forgetting, self, forgiving
Olive and her father, Mr. Lee Olive.
them.
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry, Mr. wrongs and forestalling
and Mrs. R. S. Gossum and children, should swell the lyre of human love.
Mr. and Mrs. Brakley Parrish from —Mary Baker Eddy.
Knoxville, Tenn., took supper Sunday night with Mr. and Mrs. Bernal
Lowry.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Edd Gossum
spent the week end with Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Hunt Gossum.
Mr. and Mrs. Wes Mills and Sammie Lou spent Saturday night with
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Hainley and
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Will
Warren.
Mrs. Allene Lowry and Mrs. Mary Nell Gossum spent Monday with
Mrs. Ona Lowry and canned corn.
Mrs. Ophelia Caldwell was took
back to the hospital Wednesday of
last week.
Mrs. Edgar Jackson, Mrs. Burton
Jackson and Mrs. Bruce Vincent
took real sick Friday afternoon after eating a tobacco cutting dinner,
Mrs. Vincent had to be taken back
to the hospital.
Miss Betty Casey spent Saturday
afternoon with Mary Nell Morris.
Mrs. Laneen Wiggins spent Tuesday of last week with Mrs. Katie
Electric and Furniture Co.
Wiggins.
Mrs. Mary Hicks visited Mrs.
Phone MT
Winnie Steele Monday afternoon. 324 Walnut

Ihreiv

.,41

Atell fiK.

PAINT YOUR CAR
fOR $3.45
ROPER

SOUTH BEND REELS

STEWART WARNER RADIOS

EUREKA CLEANERS
WASHING MACHINES
LAWN MOWERS
PRESSURE COOKERS

MODEL 11 REWINGTON
AUTOMATICS
BASEBALL GLOVES
FANS

FISHING SUPPLIES

City Electric Co.
Phone 401

205 Commercial Ave.
Appliances — wiring — Radio repairing & sport goods.

WHEN YOU PAY TO HAVE YOUR CAR GREASED

Get Your Money's Worth
OUR NEW "MOTO-3*AT" machine applies a gentle swaying
motion to your car while it is being greased, which means1. PROPER LUBRICATION put where the ACTUAL WEAR
takes place; the highest points of friction.
2. Permit 100- per-cent lubrication.
3. LOCATE HIDDEN SQUEAKS.
4. Opens up spring leaves; frees shaeitlea.
5. ASSURES PERFECT LUBRICATION of knee-action units
and entire front system.
6. Lubrication PRACTICALLY, under driving conditions.
7. NO EXTRA COST for this service!
IF YOU FIND THAT THE LUBRICATION OF YOUR CAR
WITH OUR NEW MACHINE DOES NOT SURPASS ANY
STATIOWARY LUBRICATION JOB THAT YOU HAVE EVER
RECEIVED, THERE WILL BE NO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICE.

BROWDER

-SERVICE
STATION

West State Line

Phone 9196

"QUAKER STATE" Motor Oils

APPLE STORAGE
Allow a little time between
calls to permit others to have
their turn at the line.

Rooms Now Ready
Apples may r:_main in storage until January
15, 1948, but must be removed on or before that
date.

'Complete calls quickly. This
+assures better service for you
sand your party line neighbors.

CHARGES
Me sure phone is placed
securely on book after each
call. Remember,one phone off
Ilse hook ties up an entire line.

JOHN DEERE moD:M"
GENERAL PURPOSE TRACTOR

Wien another partraft YAW'
Eine has an emergency,please
'release the line quickly...and
Ipleasantly.

—

- - -RELEASE
THE LINE IN
EMERGENCY

WITH COMPLETE

—

"QUIK-TATCH"
!EQUIPMENT
AND

•

"TOUCH-0-MATIr

Whether your farm is
large or small, you need
the advantages the new
John Deere Model "M''
Tractor offers you. Stop
at our store the next time
you're in town and let us
tell you all about itI

HYDRAULIC CONTROL

FOR A PLEASANT PARTY LINE
aouneeti

BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
bkorperaiirel

Williams Hardware Company
Fulton. Ky.

Phone 169

50c bu. $1 small bbl. $1.25 large bbl. Con1ainer should be marked clearly with ovvner's
name,and top must be SECURELY FASTENED
NO INSPECTION will be made at time apples are placed in storage, so we accept NO
RESPONSIBILITY for condition of fruit at
time of removal.

FULTON ICE CO.
Phone 12
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BASEBALL

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R. Paul and Johanna M. Westpheling

RICE RETIRES FROM
FARM aalT ADM.

(Continued from page one)
that we should be stomped upon
What we do is still our own affair.
Even as part of the public domain,
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
many of the boys felt as though
Ernest Rice, general agent of the
they deserved even the sliglatestj Farm Credit Administration of
Fuloffice
at
1933,
at
the
June
28,
post
class
matter
second
Entered as
to public property. Peo- Louisville for the past 15 years redeference
ton, Ky., under the act of March 3, 1879.
ple who live in plastic houses tires under Civil Service regulashould never throw acetone.
tions on August 31, according to
OBITUARIES, Card of Thanks, Business Notices and Political Cards
* • 4,
an announcement from the district
charged at the rates specified by advertising department.
I've said what was on my mind, office at Louisville.
Subscription rates radius of 20 miles of Fulton $2.00 a year. Elsewhere aod want you to know that as a
whole, we have enjoyed our season
$7-50 a year.
here in Fulton. I've blasted away
in some of these columns, but my
There is . . . nothing that keeps the heart young like
efforts sornetimes bore fruits. There
sympathy, like giving oneself with enthusiasm to some
were those of you who jumped,on
worthy thing or cause.—Anonymous.
our band wagon when we were winning, and just as quickly, jumped
off when we were losing. We hold
"... How Green Is This Valley"
no malice toward you, oniy the hope
We have had a few short days of September, that beautithat you will try to be as good
sports as your Chicks tried to be,
ful month when the leaves begin to fall and that heralds the
in the future.
• • •
beginning of the fall season.
In singing loudly this, "swan
As we peck at this tYpewriter and look through the
song" we have a few items that we
window of our shop on the cars that drive in to Bob White's
would like to mention in our last
will and testament.
for gasoline, at Pressley Campbell's newly painted laundry
To K. P. Dalton we leave the
building, at the stream of factory workers by whose daily
good wishes and sincere regards of
the
entire Chick staff.
we
think
back
by
comwatches,
passing you could set your
To Hugh Rushton we leave the
parison to the urban areas, where folks are not quite so happy.
combined good dispositions of all
of us that he may continue to make
in the city—take Washington for instance--life is somethe "out-of-towners" a part of his
thing like this. Up at 9:45, a quick shower, a quick breakfast
big family. ,
auto
horns
honkclanging,
the
To "Happy" Hogan we leave a
to the strains of the street cars
wish
that someday he may have a
ing and the busses screeching. Then a mad dash to the bus
store as large as Barnum and Bailey circus tent so that others naay
stop for the 7:45 express that whizzes by with that familiar
have the joy of his pleasant "hangplacard on the windshield "bus loaded." Standing on one
out."
pushing
y,pur
way
to
the
head
.of
Ditto for good ole Mr. Evans at
foot and then the other,
Evans Drug Store.
the queue that formed and trying to read the miarning paTo Bob Binford an honorary deper all at the same time, a bus finally stops and you clamor
gree of medicine, cum laude, for all
of the times he has administered
aboard to stare with the others at those expressionless faces
aid to the aches and pains of the
that spell monotony.
boys.
To Hugh Fly and Frank Clark an
If your job is an outside one,'you fight public transhonbrary degree of RPE, (resauportation. pedestrians, automobiles and taxicabs. If you're
ranteur par excellence) for their
extra curricular kindnesses.
inside you fight office Aitics, red tape, routine, stagnation.
To Erl Sensing, my sympathy.
In either or both you fight the terrific cost of living, the
To the Fulton County News, a
promise that if I'm back next year;
tragic living Conditions, the lack of neighborly friendship of.
I'll have my copy in on time, maythe small community.
be.
To Fulton, the pleasure of having
And the folks with children have the most 'fun." A
a pennant winning ball team. We
two-by-four play pen in the back of the apartment building,
certainly did our best.
Aufweidersehen
within easy reach of alley traffic, the garbage collector and
George
the ruffian next door. You can't choose your neighborhood.
you know.
EDITORS and PUBLISHERS

A native of Tennessee, where he
practic.ed law and for many years
represented his district in the State
Senate, Rice forst became identified
with units of the Farm Credit Administration 24 years ago. In 1923
he was eleoted by national farm
loan associations 'to the board of
directors of the Federal Land Dank
and Federal Intermediate Credit
Bank of Louisville.
When the district Farm Credit

Administration for Ohio, Indiarra,
Kentucky and Tennessee was es_
tablished in 1923 to include theProduction Credit Corporation and
Bank Cooperatives as well au the.
two units already operating. Ricebecame general agent. Except for
two years of this period he has alFed_
so served as president of the
eral'Land Bank.
SUBSCRIBE TO THE

Niws!

Now Available For Immediate
Delivery—A Few

RODERICK Lean Tractor
Disc Harrows

But maybe you get a nice neighborhood, conducive to
wholesome living for the youngsters, its an houx"s trek to
tovvn in the morning' and the same in the .evening fighting
the etc. etc. etc.
It's a fighting life, period.
, In Fulton, or in any small town, things are different.
Its four minutes to the office. Your neighbors bring flowers
while you're moving and offer hot water and the use of the
refrigerator until the current is turned on. A stroll down
LaIce street brings a cheery "hello" with nearly every step you
take. And how's the hubps'and -wasn't that a good sermon
-Brother Mischke preached'. Its that see-you-at-the-baligame
how-about-a-coke, Icind of existence that makes life wo.-th
while.
We're aggrarians really. We want to be the "grasiroots"
that the city folks talk about. We want to write about what
the Palestine Homemakers do, the progress being made by the
Farm Bureau, why the Chicks hit a slump, how well our boys
arid girls are doing at school. It was to be a part of a community like Fulton that we saved our pennies and nickels to
someday chuck the big jobs in the cities, to do a real job where
little things are big things to us!
„.
(
..Test. its September. The evenings will • soon be
cool enough to feel a breeze that doesn't have to wend its
way through the skyscrapers, alleys and fire escapes. There'll
be a little addition to the family to help us enjoy this living
in the not too distant future.
How green is this valley. 'That's why we're in Fulton.

Auction Sale

CORN-BORER DAMAGE
FOUND IN KENTUCKY

The European corn borer. found
in 71 Kentucky counties last year,
and probably present in a larger
number of counties this season, has
become a serious corn pest, according to a new bulletin of the Agricultural Experiment Station at
Lexington. Yields were reduced by
the borer last year, especially in
the Bluegrass region.
The borer tunnels through stall's,
and also eats grain and leaves. The
weakened ttalks often break and
the ears fall to the ground. Besidet
field corn, sweet corn, potatoes and
gladioli are injured.
In Kentucky, the borer has hoe)
broods a year, and sometimes three.
Eggs of the first brood are laid
the latter part of May and in June
when earliest-planted corn is one
to five feet high. Second-brood eggs
are laid from middle July into early
September.
To reduce damage, the bulletin
recommends planting adapted hYbrid corns early in May. Corn
'planted late in May is likely to be
red by second-brood borers.
Since the borer overwinters in
cornstalks, crop remnants should be
destroyed before moths emerge in
May. Where corn is cut and shocked.
it is recommended that early and
low cutting be done. Shredding of
Porn tends to destroy the borers.
Where stalks are left in the field.
deep and clean plowing sheuld be
done and all trIsh well covered.
Where borers are present in any
numbers, land with cornstalks or
high corn stubble- should never be
merely disked and planted to small
grain or other cover crops, it is
pointed out.

n
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Beginning at 1:00 P. M.
At what is known as the Albert Bard farm,
miles
Northeast of Fulton on the old State Road, I will sell
the following personal property at Public Auction:
1 B. Model John Deere Tractor, with plow, cultivator
and disc. This tractor has only broken 75 acres of
land, good as new.
1 Section Harrow
1 2-wheel tractor trailer
1 Electric 6-ft. Frigidaire
2 Fresh Milch Cows
3 Mich Cows with calves just sold off
1 Mich Cow, heavy springer
4 Brown Swiss Heifers
pair of Mare Mules. 8 and 9 years-old.
About 12 tons of Jap and Grass Hay.

VETERINARY SERVICE— Call
460. Owl Drug Co. Ask for Dr.
Cherry.
_
APPLES FOR SALE: Grymes
Orchard, South Fulton. Phone 365.
FOR RENT—Three rooms.
Carr street. E. B. Jones.

LOST—Maroon colored hand bag
between Clinton and Fulton early
Thursday. Finder please mail COD
to U.S.S. Hotel, Mobile, Ala. $10.
reward. George O. Mabe.
FOR SALE--Kentucky 31 fescue
50 cents per pound. PuZity 96.36 uncertified. Field inspected. Eligible
for certification next year. Chas,
Bushart. Phone I086-R4 after 6:30.
— - - -FROM FACTORY TO YOU—See
the Maisonette samples and fashion
sheets before buying! Lovely dresses in Malatesse crepe, non-cnish.
able chiffon velvet and other materials; suits, skirts, blouses and
childrens' and adults' raincoat:1i
Ana
to Of. Measurements near*hay Men: sainfaction guaranteed.
Mildited White, 303 Park Ave. Fatten Ky. Phone 600.

ALBERT BARI) ESTATE,
JAMES GREEN, Administratir
auks. w.BIJRROW,Auctiantez,

407

FOR SALE: Two hydraulic beds
and two trucks. W. L. Algae, McKenzie, Tenn.; Phone 339.
- _
LET US paintnyour barns, roofs.
and houses cith our new modern
Quincy spray machine. Sidney L.
Johnson( Cube) Route
Mayfield.'

5, 6, 7, 8
Foot
TANDEM

Paul Nailling Imp. Co.

Fulton intemational

Harvester

Phone 16

4
NNGUNCINd

A NEW SERVICE TO THE
MOTORING PUBLIC

40NES&GROOMS GARAGE
•

is now offering all-night service
every night except,Monday.
HAVE YOUR CAR OR TRUCK REPAIRED OR TUNED UP WITHOUT LOSING DAYTIME SERVICE. WE ALSO OFFER 14 HOUR IN.=
SIDE STORAGE SERVKE.
PROMPT ELECTRIC AND ACETYLENE WELDING SERVICE.
. If your car 'is wrecked or disabled on the road„ we have two
wsecken
. available to come to your aid at any time.

PHaNE 723 OR 9188.
FULTON, KY.
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.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watts atPALESTINE
The W.S.C.S. will have a call tended a family reunion at Fulgham
rneeting at the home of Mrs. Hill- high school Stuiday honoring Keith
man Collier Wednesday afternoon. Watts of Fulgham and Bobby Joe
and May Watts, who have just re-

'
WHEN PAYDAYS SEEM

IWS!

A MILE APART

Dokian.'1 CASH
SURE GIVES YOU HEART

If you're having trouble making pay checks last from one .,,
payday till the next . . . don't 1;
get upset. Almost everybody 4
has the same problem nowa• days. Phone or come in for a
friendly cash loan. It's the
, simple, business-like way to
solve your Sroblems. We have
a complete loon service, to
cover your every need. You'll
k'.-,
like our prompt, confidential i
,..

SIMICO.

OPEN WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

ravvItate LOAN

CORPORATION

Roundhouse
Round-Up

OVER DeMYER JEWELERS
222 LAKE ST., FULTON
Wes. P. Horton, Mgr.
Phone 1262
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LAMBE
AT NEW LOW PRICES

•

4 in. Pine Center-match

$6.50

6 in. Pine Center-match

7.50

8 in. Pine Shiplap

7.50

All BONE DRY stock --- suitable for sheathing,
decking, and many other uses.

SCREEN DOORS
--2 ft. 8 in. x 6 ft. 8 1.11. size --- galvanized wire
whila they

•

$6.00.

KRAMER Lumber Co.
501 Walnut St.

aimed from services in Japan.
tiring after fifty two years of faithMrs. William McClanahan honor- ful and efficient service.
ed her daughter, Joan on her 10th
Capt. Jack Gadsby, his wife and
birthday Monday afternoon with a rhildren, are visiting his parents,
party on her lawn. She received Engineer and Mrs. J. O. Gadsby.
several nice presents. Sandwiches, Capt. Gadsby has just returned
cookies, and cold drinks were serv- from Korea.
ed.
Engineer and Mrs. J. O. Gadsby
Mrs. Tonunie Stokes and children and three grandchildren have just
from Chicago where they
returned
of Jackson, Miss., are spending the
week with her parents, Mr. and have been vacationing.
Water Dept. Foreman and Mrs.
Mrs. C. B. Caldwell.
Mrs. Gus Donoho, Mrs. Milton Ben Schwerdt and daughter, Betty
Browder and daughter, Amelia vis- Sue, have returned from thei: vaited Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Donoho cation which they spent in the
Great Smokev Mountains and on
and family Saturday night.•
Ben said they
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Browder hon- Kentucky Lake.
for supper the first
ored Mr. and Mrs. Bill Milner of caught fish
Kentucky Lake so it looks
St. Louis with a picnic dinner on night at moon or sun was right.
their lawn Sunday evening. Those _as if the
enjoying the occasion were Mr, and
A British soldier who visited
Mrs. Glyn.Bard, Mr. and Mrs. HarAmerica returned to London and
old Pewitt, Martha Jean Brown and
a queer little game AmeriHoward Armbruster and the hon- told of
cans play and added he didn't reorees.
call the name of it but thought it
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson and
must be called "Oh Nuts." Exfamily of Paducah are spending plaining the pastime, he continued,
their vacation with his parents, Mr.' "Well when you go in they give
and Mrs. John Thompson and Mrs. you some beans to plai:e on numberIda Pegram.
ed cards as a. gentleman• calls out
Sunday afternoon visitors of Mr. numbers. Then someone exclaims
and Mrs. Gus Browder were Mrs. "Bingo" and everybody else yells
Abe Thompson and children, Mes- "Oh Nuts."
dames John Thompson and Ida Pegram, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Murphy.
If your home isn't safe what is?
Tommie Brown had his tonsils
removed at Fulton hospital last week
Russell Travis Jr., is visiting his
and is doing'fine.
grandmother, Mrs. T. J. Travis and
father Russell Travis on Eddings
street, who is the grandson of deceased General Yardmaster John
T. Travis.
Miss Betty Thomas, yilung daughter of Boilermaker and Mrs. G. A.
Thomas is in Jackson, Tenn., visiting friends.
Dick Jones, coal chute operator,
By Alice Clark
has returned to work after vacationing in' Paducah and Mayfield with
"f
Hello folks. Here we are Friday friends.
morning with that Rottndhouse
H. H. Hamilton, boilermaker helpRoundup, what we all want to see er has returned to work after valn the News. Well this week in place cationing in Chicago and St. Louis.
A Weaver is in Chicago visiting
of giving a safety rule we are going to read what is in the safetx friends on his vacation.
C. B. Jones Jr., has returned
news published by the Illinois Centra; Mechanical Department. It i from La Grange, Ill., where he atheaded the "big and little things o tended Diesel school. So we add anlife," and shows a picture of an other to our list of those completing
elephant head and reads as follows: Diesel training.
Elect P. A. Wade is on his va''Take care of the little things and
the big things will take care of cation.
N. A. Dame and wife and
Elect.
.
themselves."
This old saying sure hits the bull's yming daughter are vacationing in
ident prevention. We don ti Paducah witth relatives.
ey
D. A. Dillow out of Mr. Mays ofget hot and bothered about
sedin
unsafe..conditions until a big ac- fice in Chicago was in Fulton Tuescident comes along, then everyone i dby and Wednesday and visited
starts cleaning up and taking care; the roundhouse.
General Superintendent orEquipof those smaller things so it won't
ment A. G. Kann was in Fulton
happen again.
Wednesday and visited the roundOne man boasted he made $17,000 house.
commissions selling fire extinguishGeneral F oreman Matlock and!
ers in Chicago after the Big La
Salle Hotel fire, but they were need family visited in Paducah Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Wrenn Coulter of
re.
h e ftio
ng tsbetfhoeretitme
edNloow
iirn
take rare of Centralia, Ill., are here visiting refriends. Mr. Coulter is
those little things that may • cause latives and
a painter in the car department at
big accklents. Report at once every Centralia and of course with the
unsafe condition you find which you
.-an't immediately correct yourself.
I want to take time out to ask
Locking the door after the- horse
is stolen is necessary in safety, but anyone who smokes Lucky Strikes
to,,Save the red tape around the
1 I01- wfni litbackward.
.of the package. Call me and I
RrIt is the steady preAfs/we
Accidents that is the big Will be glad to call for them if you
thin
wish. This is for the purpose of
Ingo in safety work.
getting a seeing eye dog for•a little
___;.—__
who is blind. Thanks.
Autos have killed 769,000 people boy
Anyone who hasn't gotten their
since the turn of the century re- membership card for the service
ports the National Safety Council.
So all automobile owners let's
remember: "A child may dare so
let's all drive with care."
And gnother thing to remember is for
"A qhinking driver doesn't drink,
a drinking driver diesn't think."

Pho'ne 96

Airs. Arthur Matheny and daughteroole and daughter of machinist,
lett Nonday morning for Dallas,
Texas for a visit with Mrs. Matheny's sister.
We welcome H. W. Worthan to
Fulton. Mr. Worthan has been apnointed assistant train master, Cairo district, replacing F. A. Fitzpatrick, who. has been promoted to
trait:master at Vicksburg, Miss.
'We also welcome C. C. Cannon,
Who has been appointed traveling
engineer, Bluford, Carbondale, Eldorado, Johnson, Zeigler and Golconda districts, with headquarters
at Fulton, succeeding J. H. Wilson,
who has been appointed traveling
engineer, Cairo, Birmingham, Jack5on and Winfield districts with headquarters at Jackion, Tenn., suc:•eeding J. L. Harrington, who is reLADIES HOSE--3 pairs $1
Prepaid parcel vost Choice of
semi-sheer, seamliess rayon, or
full seam service weight cotton.
Newest shades, slight irregulars.
State size and kind.
• SOUTHERN SALES CO.,
• Dept. AMS. P.O. Box 2029
Knoxville, Tenn.

HAY-BALING,
COMBINING,
HAULING

IBINNPRIF IfifIrrffori'"'

club contact the following and they
will see that you get it; Mrs. Paul
Workman, R. E. Hylimd, Pete Green,
Robert Oliver, Jerry Strong, J. S.
Mills or Alice Clark.
Well I 'guess that's all. I would
appreciate if you who are planning a trip or juat returned from
one, or that have any news of any
kind please get in touch with me at
home or at the office. All news appreciated except scandal.
Modesty is of no use to a beggar.
Modesty in human beings is
praised because it is not a matter
of nature, but of will.
Modesty is to merit what the
shade is to the figures in a painting; it gives strength and makes it
stand out.
No modest man ever did or ever
will make a fortune.
Modesty is the only sure bait
when you angle for praise.
ANKLETS--11 Pairs for $1.00
BY PREPAID PARCEL POST
Slight finperfects of regular 2Sc36c fine anklets for infants, children, or ladies. Cuff tops, assorted colors. Please state sizes.
SOUTHERN SALES COMPANY
P.O. BOX 2020
Dept. AMS
Knoxville, Tenn.

Pagg I
When anyone remains modest., nes
after praise but after blame, tessr
his modesty is real.
"It is a fallacy to suppose Ore
life takes its direction only from the
choices and decisions of the greet.'
Japan has taken the first sasee
toward her revival-as a deznocrarie
and peaceful nation.

It costs good mosey to Om
shoes away, just because Meg
are worn. Bring them to um mil
iet us make them look like MOM

CITY SHOE SHOP
Flavious and H. W. WOOL
210 Commercial Ave.

WE WILL $1 .00 FOR OLD
la
PAY
CAR

BATTERIES
REGARDLESS OF CONDITION
Free Pick-up In The City!
Western Auto Associate Store

Lake Street FULTON

Phone 142

Dance AT Mayfield
Thursday Night,Sept.11
To The Music Of
"THE SUGAR BLUES KING"

CLYDE McCOY
And His 19 pc. Orchestra
At The Spacious Air-Cooled
J. B. HUIV1PHRIES MOOR
$4.25 AT DOOR
$3.75 ADVANCE
WRITE FRANK HARRISON OR CALL MAYFIELD 1244 FOR
1ABLE KL8LBVATIONS. (TABLE FUR FOUR—U.0W

and all
CUSTOM FARM
WORK
call

SPO;sISORED BY THE

Mayfield Junior Chamber of Conunerce

TUCKER BROWN
oT
WOODROW BROWN
Phone 1150
"We will rack your hay,
bale it and put it in your
barn."

"Retonga Proved Its
Worth To Me" She Says
uncomfortable that I could not even
Mrs. Wakefield Is Able To get
much sleep at night I had to
take strong laxatives regularily, I
Go Up Town Now, She felt
weakened and nut dm.vn, and
Feels So Much Stronger. my resistance wee an low that I
forever with .a cold."
Eats Anything Again, seemed
41/wouldn't be able tn gcs up towin
now
if
Retonga hadn't gives1,010
Sleeps All Night And sficb Arend
*let
hay=,Bag
Feels Fine. _ _
aERCLItCAsiic 41110140$
sleep

"I could tell from the second,day
I took Retonga that I had fdund
the right medicine at last," declares
Mrs. J.. O. Wakefield, well-known
resident of 25 Middleton Ave.,
Nashville, Tenn.
''Everything
ate seemed to lie
in my stomach for hours before it
cterted to digest," states Mrs. Wakefield. "Then it seemed to me that 1
?nuld actually feel gas forrning and
I :would soon feel so bloated and

the. Whole night "thirouglisi.
haven't had a cold in "'pelts. the
sluggish elimination is relieved, and
I feel fine. Retoingii it the *best
medicine I ever used in my life."
Retonga Is intended to relieve distress due to loss of appetite, insufficient flow of digestive juices in
the stomach, Vitarnni B-1 deficiency
and corsdipation. Accept nq substitute. Retongli may be obtaihed
the; City Drug Co., in Fulton.

Beautify your home with new, colorful wallpaper_
We carry patterns and colors that can create a
rich, appealing atmosphere. reflecting your good
taste. I Come Is and Select 'the jaapek you wantio4, •.:1,','
•! '..-- ,
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Cagle Plumbing Shop
BUILT-IN TUBS
(Complete)

$90
206 Church St
Phone 399
\‘‘

ROTJTE THREE
Mrs. J. C. Foster
We have had some nice showers
the past two weeks and the long
drought has broken at last. Crops revived and greatly benefited in some
areas, especially the pastures, which
means an increase in milk and
cream for that we are truly thankul.
No change in the condition of J.C.
Foster or aunt Mollie Brann. Perhaps .cooler weather will bring that
about, and we trust for the better.
_ Mrs. E. C. Lowry has been put to
bed by her physician because of a
leg ailment and varicose veins.
Johnny Conntz and wife and H.
A. Sisk_and family left Saturday for
their respective homes in Michigan
after a ten day vacation with home
folks.
-Mrs. Dora Newton, Water Valley,
Mrs. Fred Bennett and Miss Nell
Bennett visited with Mr. and Mrs.
H. A. Sisk and Mr. and Mrs. Roy
McGinnis at J. C. Foster's Friday
afternoon. Other's to visit them
were P. J. Brann and wife, Mr.
and Mrs. Hester Bennett, and Mrs.
G. W. Brann, T. W. Weems, Dean
Williams, wife and children.

Uncle Hank Says
rt FUNNY NOW'
11-is SIZE OF SOME FOLKti
VESTS DEPENDS ON NW
HOW MUCH
YVE OPT
IN INEIR
POCKET.
NU - ENAMEL

•DURABLE!
•BEAUTIFUL!
•DISTINCTIVE!
$1.65 Quart

ROPER
Electric and Furniture Co.
324 Walnut
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Whatever the size of your vest . . .
it will be the same size when you
get it back from the QUALITY
CLEANERS. Our cleaning fluids
neither fade nor shrink. Sending
your clothes to us for cleaning assures you of an expert job.

%ttIN C

--

Phone 907

WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL ICINDS OF

Seed Cleanin
We are equipped and have the experience to
give you the kind of service you desire in seed
cleaning.
WE ALSO HAVE SEED FOR YOUR FALL
SOWING AT ATTRACTIVE PRICES.
See us for your FEED and FERTILIZER
NEEDS, and let us do your CUSTOM GRINDING.

A.C.Butts&Sons
East State Line
Phone 202-W or 202-J
Fulton, Kentucky

I County.
Miss Martha Lou Williams is
SOUTH FULTON
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Stalings and
visiting relatives in Hickman the
Mrs.
Ruby
Noisier
Mr. and Mrs. John D. McKinney atweeks
past two
Again September is here. The tended a Boulton reunion at the old
Mr. and Mrs. Harold B. Wright
Hill
spent Saturday night with the lat- school bells are ringing and calling homeplace out near Chapel
there
ter's brother, M1'7 and Mrs. Milford the children back to school and church. Leon Boulton lives each
Vincent, Mr. and Mrs. Lubie Breed- study. For some of them it is their nok. There were forty present,
A
love and Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Swatzeil first day in school. How eagerly one carrying welifilled baskets.
they enter, yet a little shy for it is good time was had by all.
were bed time visitors there.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Lowry, Mrs. all a mystery to them. But day by
So long see you next week.
Laura Bynum, who is visiting thafri, day the things of life will unfold
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
B. H. Lowry and wife, Mr. Mar- have gone they think that there is
shell Lowry and Mrs. G. W. Brann and after the twelve school years
is the subject of the Les
''Man"
visited E. C. Lowry and wife Sat- mu.ch yet to learn.
which will be read in
-Sermon
son
urday night a while.
South Fulton opened with a good all Christian
churches
Science
Mr. and Mrs. Barkley Parrish of attendance, but it is impossible to throughout the world on Sunday,
Knoxville, Tenn., spent the week give the exact number at such an September 7, 1947:
end with parents, returning Mon- early date. We wish for the faculty
The Golden Text is: "God said,
day.
as well as the pupils and parents, Let us make man in our image, aftMiss Carnell Henloy of New York a great school year.
er our likeness" (Gen. 1:26).
is visiting her father Oley Henley,
This is the first time in thirtyAmong the citations which comMesdames Laverne Morgan, Cecil two years that your correspondent
-Sermon is the folTaylor and Cloy Yates for a two has not had a child to go to school, prise the Lesson Bible: "Know ye
lowing from the
weeks vacation.
but .my heart and interest is with that the Lord He is God: it is He
The Sisk family visited Mrs. Will the school.
that hath made us, and not we ourCollins while here and bought some
We regret to announce that Mr. selves we are his people, and the
beautiful paintings.
J. W. Smith one of the oldest or
pasture.'' (Ps. 100:3).
Mrs. Jack Olive spent Friday perhaps the oldest man in the com- sheep of his
Sunday school, 9:45 a. m.
with Mrs. E. C. Lowry. ,
munity, is very ill in the Jones HosMilford Vincent wife and baby pital. His loved ones here hold no
Wednesday meeting, 7:30 plc).
spent Ffiday night with Mr. and hope far his recovery.
Sunday church service, 11:00 a. m.
Mrs. Dean Williams.
Reading Room, Wednesday and
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Barnes and Saturday 2 to 4 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Foster, Shelby
Norman
sons,
and
Alton
and
Misses
Jean and Mts. Lizzie Foster spent
The public is cordially invited to
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Bonnie Dedmon and Hazel Beard attend our church services and to
the
spent
week-end
Monmouth
at
Wright in Wingo.
visit the reading room.
Cave.
Jimmy Clement, wife and Dianne,
Bobby
Berry
his
drovemother
W. T. Foster, and wife, Dean Williams and family, Herbert Butler and Mrs. Sye Vancil out to Mrs.
and wife, others whose names were Vancil's old home out on the Martin
not given spent Sunday at Gilberts- Highway.
The recent guests of your writer
ville Dam and had a fish fry.
Mrs. Utile Woster, who is not do- were Mr. and Mrs. Win Burns and
ing so well, -is still taking treat- son, Bill, Jr., Mr. and 'Mrs. Robert
Burns and children, all of Union
ments at Jones Clinic weekly.
Mrs. Geneva Foster visited Mrs. City and Mr. and Mrs. Leahrnon
B.
H. Lowry's Boulton and children of Fulton.
Barkley Parrish at
Monday morning.
lo, I am a proud grandmothMrs. Elno Foster and Paul Ed- er. I have a beautiful little granddaughter,
born Saturday morning in
the
spent
ward
week end with her
parents in Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. Hol. the Haws Memorial Hospital. She
weighed seven pounds and ten
lis.
Shoppers in Fulton Saturday ounces. Her name is Carole Ann
were Mesdames Bella Bennett, Mau- Burns and she is the daughter of
rine Yates, Onie Lowry, Estelle Mr. and Mrs. A. Burnes of Union
Brann, Beneva Foster, Arvena Wil- City.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Newton were
liams, Lola Mae Foster, Mildred
Butler, Dessie Starks, Sarah and Ed- the dinner guests last Mondav of
na, Jack Foster and wife, Betty Lou, Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Newton. They alothers that space for bids our so had as their week-end guests
their daughter, Mrs. Beauton Mcenumerating.
P. J. Brann, wife and David visited Harlon Black and wife Sunday in
Folsomdale.
Veterinary Service
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Brann, Misses
Myrtle and Tulula Brann of Water
Day or Night
Valley visited Mrs. G. W. Brann
and aunt Mollie Sunday afternoon,
Phone 807-R
Elmer Cannon and wife also.
Or Call 70
Bubber Foster and wife visited
Mrs. E. C. Lowry Monday afternoon.
The farmers are busy cutting and
Dr. H. W. Connaughton
housing tobacco in this section.
A supper was given Friday night
Graduate Veterinarian
for Mrs. Carnell Hendleys at the ,
home of her father, Mr. 011ey HenLocated on Martin-Fulton
ley.
Highway
Mr. and Mrs. George Cannon.
Boston. Mass.. will soon pay old
Kentucky another visit and tour the
states enroute as they have a new
car.
The Sisk family visited the Growl
Old ()Dry at Nashville while there
on their vacation.
Miss Jane Meacham and Mary
Cannon attended servic.es in
Be
Fulton Sunday at First Baptist
church.
Mrs. Jimmy Clement and baby,
-411rita
Dianne spent Friday afternoon with
her mother. Mrs. G. W. Brann.
11/
-- _NZ*,0
B. H. Lowry and wife visited
r
Wiley Stewart Sunday in Wickliff. I
_ •T‘t
v.-ho is very ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foster, Mrs. I
r4!
Alvin Foster and Betty Lou visited
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Johnston in
Cuba. Kv., Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Weems are
makina plans for a new house that
will begin soon.
You ran give me the city and a
iob that is good,
Until I get home sick for Mom,
Dad and the woods.
Then good bye old city, your
attraction is gore, for the boy
and girl who was raised on the
farm.

Mr. and Mrs. Glenn McAlister of
I.,exington, Ky., are visiting their
parents here.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy James of
Lafayette, Ind., were Sunday guests
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
James.
Mr. and Mrs. John Carter of St.
Louis were weekend guests of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Carter
in Fair Heights.
Mrs. Elizabeth Snow, Mrs. Frank
Beadles and Miss Mary Lee Beadles
attended the Horse Show in.Princeton, Ky., Monday night. ""
Miss Zela Taylor of Detroit returned home after visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Taylor and son.

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Coat
Watches Clocks sad Than
Mow of All 1Llodie Addratoly ltopalred at Low Cod by—

ANDREWS
JEWELRY COMPANY

OUTSIDE...A BUZZARD INSIDE...cozy wARmni

Automatic

DELCO-HEAT

The MID-SOUTH
DELCO-HEAT
CONDITIONAIR

otapS
IS i0Uk FAIR

11E101 and COMFORT

Come to MEMPHIS
Sept 22-27
for this Greater Demonstration
of Southern Progress
See the Advance
in 4-1-1.
F.F.A
•nd Other
Youth
Activities

15 Acres
of ,
DISPUYS
and
EXHIBITS

No Wonder They Look Happy
"M.

Every one of these women — and hundreds more,
like ttem — are doing their laundry the easy, practhey arc sending it to PARItical gensible way .
SIAN. They icnow that their crothes and linens get
the same conscientious care which only a modern
laundry, can provide. Prompt, economical laundry
service for your home can be your's if you will
14 now.

PARISIAN
Laundry & Cleaners

FUN
MUSIC
Entertainment
Osiers
Now SHOWS
New RIDES
World Champion.
_ ship Rodeo

Buy Reduced Price
ADVANCE SALE
TICKETS
at
EVANS DRUG STORE, FU.LTON

THE Delco-Heat Conditionair is a complete winter air condi.
I tioning unit. It cleans, filters, humidifies and circulates warmed
air to your rooms. It can be installed in place of your present warm
air furnace, or in a new home.
Heart of the Conditionair is the famous Delco-Heat Oil Burner
which operates on less fuel. Regulated automatically by
accurate Delco-Heat thermostatic controls, the
Conditionair holds room temperature at
steady, even warmth regardless of
changing outdoor temperatures—autoStop in today and get the facts about
Delco-Heat.

701 &None'
duid 'R‘eattli

B

B Supply Co.

PLUMBING-HEATING-ELECTRICAL
PHONE 110
417 MAIN
COMPLETE LINE OP AUTOMATIC- DELCO-NEAT EQUIPMENT

Friday, September 5, 1947
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ow! Add Beauty and
C 'Wort To Your Home

mes
of
y guests
. George

r of St.
of his
Carter

s. Frank
Beadles
Prince-

roit reMr. and

de

1.71;

Beauty and conrifort are added with the "lit
depth, a picture over the desk a lamp bes tle things"....a mirror in the hall for
ide the easy chair....a new chifferobe
in the bedroom for more drawer space.
Let us show you how to do it, at
moderate price.

IP
Cost
Mao
by—

Beautify and Add Depth to Rooms and
Halls With Mirrors
Mirrors serve many more purposes than just
looking glasses! We have dozens of shapes
and sizes, with and without frames, and we
cordially invite you in to browse around. Perhaps when you see what we have you'll find
exactly what you "need. All mirrors adver_
tised here are GENUINE PLATE GLASS.

gOeff''
a•

de

Genuine plate glass Venetian type mirrors with beveled edges,
ready to hang, 36 x 46

Or

$25.95

Or

18 x 26
•

•

$7.95

24 x 30

$12.95

36-inch circular

$17.95

"NURRE" handsome decorative min-or, as pictured top left,
and including bronze decorative inside trim 32 x 40_ _ $39.50

a
f*sr

ADD SPACE AND CONVENIENCE

Gilt frame mirror, decorated, 30 x 40 plate glass
$26.50
Mahogany frame mirrors in fine, tastefully-done carving;
16 x 24 plate glass
$18.75

WITH 'AN EXTRA CHEST

Mahogany fratne early American mirror, beautifully-done
,
x 22 plate glass
$11.95

If you are like thousands of others and
just can't seem to get everything in the

IF YOU NEED MORE
CLOSET SPACE, YOU NEED
A GOOD CHI1-1-LitOBE

•

Gilt frame, plate glass 24 x 30
with floral corners
$12.50

closet neatly, solve your problem the

Gilt frame small oval 18 x 22
$13.95

drawers! They're fine

way the rest do. Get an extra chest of

We have a handsome walnut finished
chest with four roomy drawers and nice-

These are not all! Drop in and
see the rest.

4
n.02,

ww>,
,

,

school

clothes,Itif-seasmetyligirs*.

Gilt frame, faVy leaf border
circular mirror, 28-inch diameter, $24.95

This week's co-feature is really an additional 2-door closet!
Two doors, no drawers, plenty
deep and roomy, and well built.
Walnut finish.
_ $39.50

for

looking metal drawer pulls that we are
offering for only $22.50

'd+

A finer chifferobe containing
two doors with long glasses on
either side, with locks, 4 small
drawers up the center topped
with a generous compartment
containing a circular mirror,
and one extra-large Jong draw,
er across the bottoni:- Handsomely finished and beveled;
made like a really fine piece of
furniture. Only $52.95.

1;\
6
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Special! Innerspring
MATTRESS
Looks and feels like those costing lots more.
Heavy
striped ticking, tufted, full bed size, with plenty
of
good springs for real sleeping comfort for years.
OUR
SPECIAL PRICE WHILE THEY LAST
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FULTON:ELECTRIC & fURNITURE N,C07319-323 WALNUT STREET
I
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ERNEST LOWE, Manager
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'1 Surprise Shower Given
I For Mrs. C. S. Selsor

1 The Woman's Page 1

7he Garden

Mrs. Guy Haney was hoitess on
Wednesday night to a surprise
handkerchief shower in honor of
Mrs. Charles Selsor, who is leaving
Fulton to make her home in Champaign, LII.
The guests, Mrs. C. H. McDaniel
Mrs. R. G. Dunn, Mrs. Bob Hyland,
Mrs, Clifford Shiels, Mrs. C. C.
Maxfield, and Mrs. Ed Keiser and
the honoree spen an enjoyable
evening playing cards.
Mrs. Haney served delicious refreshments later in the evening.

WINTER STORAGE IV.
Where specialized forms of winter vegetable storage are not practicable, vegetables may be buried in
M. S. Meets Monday Mr. and Mrs. Stephens
pits. Building a pit storage is simple, but there are several points
At Mrs. Pickle's Home
Hosts To Family Reunion
that bear discussing.
/lie Women's Missionary Society
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Stephens were
One great difficulty in pit storit the First Christian church met hosts Sunday to a family reunion
age is that sometimes the vegeMonday afternoon in the home of at their home on the Mayfield
tables "sweat" so much that they
Mrs. Lon Pickle. Eight members highway. A delicious buffet dijner
heat and sprout and spoil. To get
mann present.
was served to Mrs. J. B. Cequin, Mr.
rid of moisture, this system of venand
Mrs.
Frank Cequin of HtantMrs. Harry Murphy, president,
tilating is suggested. It consists of
late the scripture lesson and con- ingdon, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Irvin
a ventilator stack set in the middle
•theetesi a very interesting program. Woody and son, G. I. Woody of
of the pile of vegetables, the outRECIPE OF THE WEEK
The topic eitudled was "Waiting For Humboldt, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Oaklet vent, with four
The use of a cheese sauce on the base of the pit. intake vents ot
de Moving Waters." After sentence ley R. Brown and sons, Oakley Ray
The stack may
prayers Mrs. Murphy read an article Jr., David and Gene of Louisville, mattically any vegetable adds to be a wooden tubular affair drilled
barn -Life" Magazine about mis- Mr. and Mrs. Robert Witty of Jack- its flavor and food value. Cauli- with auger holes througout its
son, Tenn.; Mrs. Effie Witty, Eliza- flower, onions, braccoli, cabbage, length,
sion work in the Belgian Congo.
or merely a dozen saplings
Mrs. J. L. Buckingham then read beth Witty, Mr. and Mrs. Stephens carrots, potatoes and asparagus are loosely tied together.
The intakes
me article which named six things and son, Joe, and Mr. and Mrs. particularly good served in this man_ are the ends of
two shallow trenchets
David Sundrick and little daughter, ner. Miss Florence Omlay, specialist crossing
ta be done for the Crusade.
at
right
angles
under the
in foods at the UK college of agriAfter the business session the Marda.
center of the pile. where the outlet
culture and home economics, sughostess, assisted by Mrs. Fred
stdck has been set. These trenches
gests this recipe.
Brady, served delicious refreshshould be covered with wire mesh
Utopia Club Enjoys Trip Cauliflo
ments.
wer with Cheese Sauce
or loose boards, and their ends
1 medium sized cauliflower
To Ky. Lake for Fish Fry
with fine mesh to keep out field mice
2 cups milk
and the like. Between times of venMrs. Elvis Myrick
The Fulton County Utopia Club
4 tablespoons butter
tilating, the intakes are closed with
enjoyed a delightful trip to KenEntertains Rook Club
4 tablespoons flour
a shovelful of each, and the top of
tucky Lake Saturday, August 30.
1 1-2 cups grated cheese
the outlet stack wrapped with sacks
Eris Elvis Myrick entertained While there they had a fish fry.
1-2
teaspoon
salt
and covPred with tin to shed rain.
the members of the Rook Club FriMembers who attended were Mr.
Cook the
cauliflower
upside
A modified pit, easier to open and
akar afternoon at her home on Sixth and Mrs. Gene Dowdy and son,
down
in
boiling
salted
water
close
until
than the conventional type, is
'Meet
County Agent John B. Watts and tender, 12
to 15 minutes. Drain. made by using a banana hamper as
Three guests, Mrs. Ed Bush, Mrs. family, Assis. County Agent Paul
Morgan Omar, Jr., and Elizabeth Gray and Home Demonstration Make a white sauce of the butter, the outlet stark about which the
flour and milk, When thickened, re- vegetables in sacks are
Mery were included in two tables Agent Mrs. Bertha McLeod,
piled, using
Harold
of members.
Pewitt, Robert Adams, Mr. and Mrs. move from the stove and add the trench-intakes as just described.
At the conclusion of the games, Curtis Hancock and son. Mr. and grated chew and salt. Place the
An in-between type of storage
Wes
D. Kiser was awarded high Mrs. Charles Adams and Mr. and drained cauliflower on a platter. that resembles a pit and somewhat.
pour the cheese sauce over it and too, a cave. is the submerge
more prize, Mrs. • J. H. Edwards Mrs. J. C. Lawson.
d barsurround with buttered carrots.
travel prize and Mrs. Bush guest
rel. To make it, a circular
Visitors were Mack Howard, Miss
Note: A small, loosely packed dug 10 inches deeper than hole is
the
Pat Lawson, Mr. and Mrs. James head
of cabbage may be cooked in rel is long and 12 inches wider barThe hostess assisted by Mrs. Ed- Holt.
than
the same way after removing outer its longest distance through.
garrets served ice cream, cake and
'Twelve
leaves and core.
inches
of
lasifte. Cokes were served during
cinders
are
poured in "o
Bill Reid, son of Rev. and Mrs.
Menu: Smothered chicken, cauli- fill the space about the barrel. its
Ike games.
W. R. Reid, has returned from their
Members playin,g were Mrs. Fred ranch in Missouri. He was accom- flower with cheese sauce, buttered head extending two inches above
Sawyer, Mrs. Robert Bell, Mrs. Paul panied horne by Richard- Harlow. carrots, sliced tomato and
green the ground line.
pepper salad, baking powder bisIlarherviTle, Mrs. O. C. Linton, Mrs. who will spend the week in
The -vegetables are stored
in
Ful- cuits, butter
D. Kiser, Mrs. J. H. Edwards. ton.
sacks. the contents of each inde9tiand cantaloupe. ,.,
fled by a tag. The barrel top is
closed by stuffing with sacks, and
covered with tin. This storage may
TODAY and SATURDAY
be onened and closed regardless of
Double Feature
weather.
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Musical and Fox News
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The
Hickman-Fulton
Counties
Rural Electric Cooterative Corpora-'ion. which furnishes TVA power
to Hickman, Fulton and Carlisle
Counties, has made available to its
consumers the services of specialists to help the make the most
effective use of electricity.
This new service, H. C. Schimmel
manager of the Co-op said, is another step forward in making Hickman, Fulton and Carlisle counties a
aart of the "electrical center of
america," a description now being SHEEP PAY 4-H BOY
applied to the Tennessee Valley
Tommy Phillips, a Simpson counarea because of its record-breaking ty 4-H club
boy, hed an income of
generation and use of electric enter- S705.24
tram 20 ewes, according to
eN'•
figures submitted to Sidney Delong,
This new service has been Ob- assistant county agent. His
25
tained through contract with- TVA. Iambs sold for S645.99 and he
which puts its Division of Electrical $59.25 in prizes at the Tri-State won
lamb
Development at the service of Hick- show at Evansville, Ind., and at the
man-Fulton Counties Rural Electric district show at Bowling Green.
Cooperative Corporation.
Included on TVA's etectrical deDDT KILLS FLIES
-elopment staff are specialists in . A midsummer campaign to enhome economics. agricultural en:courage Franklin county dairymen
gineering, industrial engineering, to spray cattle with DDT brought
wiring, house heating. air condition_ almost perfect results, according to
ing, refrigeration, commercial cook_ County Agent R. M. Heath. Visiting
Mg, and allied fields. These special_ herds 10 to 21.days after use of DD'T
;sts are available on call friam a be found them free from flies. Sevmember through the Hickman-Ful- eral farmers reported increased
ton Counties Rural Electric Co_ milk production, after
flies had been
operative Corporation.
killed.
The ectivities of the Electrical
Sulteribe to The News:
Taevelopment Division are financed
Mintly by TVA and the power distributors, and services to the custianer are without charge to him,
Mr. Schimmel pointed out. The dr
vision works in cooperation with
dealers, supplies, and private engineering firms.
FOU/WAnONS GIVE
•
The Electrical Development DiMUTT WITH COMFORT
vision maintains a general office at
Chattanooga and district officr, in
-,940/1
4
/
9147(f
the five TVA division offices. The
Western Division office is at JackEAS•ONDU5 FOROAT1016 j
son, Tenn.
Personal fittings in
•
Mr. Schimmel cited the electrical
my home.
development program as an examMILDRED WHITE
ple of the type of cooperation prac303 Part Ave
ticed by the distributor and TVA.
'J Fulton
tbone 680

Air Conditioned For Your Comfort

spectacular town and country coat
with removable zip-in wool lininf

S

ycamore's irnpaccablo
taikoing makes this somithing
momentous in coats this season. me wanctorfuiry worm

lih

removable wool lining with 80 inchiss of zipper *quips
immodiat• adjustment to evory wocithor variation ...

the fin• all wool covert assures you years of
glorious wear, Exciting new shades,
sizes 10-20.

49.98

ADP
INC.

SEE OUR

WINDOWS

ASKING FOR COKE
AND GETTING IT
BECOMING EASIER

11.

Notice To
FARMERS!

SUNDAY - MONDAY

Jack Leonard --- Mary Doogan

.

IN

,

BUMPER CORN CROP
FOR WOLFE COUNTY
With many fields showing prospects of yielding 50 bushels to the
acre, County Agent Chas. E. Gab,
bard predicts Wolfe county will
have one of its largest corn crops.
He expects an average yield of 35
bushels to the acre, where as a few
years ago 20 bushels was the average.
Planting hybrid varikties, using
limestone, phosphate and fertilizers
and growing cover crops are responsible for increased yields, says
the county agent.

'1CHARIS

picture

Cartoon, Comedy and Fox News
.

ELECTRICAL EXPERTS
MADE AVAILABLE TO
COUNTY REA USERS

Friday, Septeamber 5, 1947

SWING THE WESTERN WAY
Added Cartoon and Comedy

TUE.'- WED. - THUR.
Double Feature
Kent Taylor --- Doris Dowling
,,.. rii

THEIRIMSON KEY
. taus
Margaret Lockwood — James Mason
. .. . Ii4 .
1
/

THE WICKED LADY

Just a word to the farmers around Fulton
and adjoining communities:
We are going to BIJY AND STORE POTATOES THIS FALL in Fulton.
We are located in the Kramer Building just
east of the I. C. Railroad, near Earle Hotel.
We will appreciate y-our patronage.

Gordon, Somors
& Vaughan
Fulton

Phone 1249

PLEASE return
empty braes promptly

efs,k.for it either wry ... boI4
trade-marks v:ecn r4c 14111lit thing.

BOTTUD MOIR AUTHORITY OF THE

CL/CA COLA

COMPANY BY

FTLTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY,
INC.
1%17 The CC Ca

